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you deserve a break

The 6 paperbacks
Magical realism
The Particular
Sadness of
Lemon Cake
by Aimee Bender

A beach getaway!
We’d love to send you and a guest
on a 6-day, 5-night stay in a Master
Suite at the Grand Solmar Land’s End
Resort & Spa in Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico—a value of $8,197! Also
included: daily breakfast, one dinner for two with wine and one stone
massage per person. Visit our website and click on “sweepstakes” for
official rules and to enter.

“I love to bake, so
I couldn’t resist
picking up a book
with a mouthwatering slice
of cake on the
cover,” shares Summy Lau, FIRST
editorial assistant. “And the story
inside was an equally sweet surprise.” Just before her 9th birthday,
Rose Edelstein takes a big bite of
her mother’s freshly baked lemon
cake—only to discover that, along
with sweetness, she also tastes sadness. From then on, Rose is able to
taste the emotions of whoever prepares her food, and this gives her
insight into her family members that
will change all their lives forever.
“This interesting read had just the
right balance of fantasy and reality,” says Summy. “It made me truly
appreciate the loved ones in my life
for exactly who they are.” (Anchor,
2011; Paperback $15, Hardcover $32,
Kindle $10, Nook $14)

A $100 spa gift card!
You deserve to be pampered, so we
hope you are one of the 10 FIRST readers who score a $100 Spa & Wellness
gift card. Bonus: During the nationwide
Spa Week event from April 13 to 19,
hundreds of spa and wellness facilities
will be offering full-service treatments
at the discounted price of $50. Visit
our website and click on “sweepstakes” for official rules and to enter.
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we’re reading now

Fiction

Thriller

The Grown Ups
by Robin Antalek

Laura by Vera Caspary

“I’ve been daydreaming of
spring outings,
so when I saw
this book with a
sunny table on
front, I was sold,”
says Melissa
Sorrells, FIRST
associate editor. “The tale opens as the
budding romance between lifelong
friends and neighbors, 15 year-old
Sam and Suzie, is cut short by her
family’s sudden move to a new city.
The book follows the ebb and flow of
their remarkably resilient friendship
over 14 years, as they transition from
watching their parents fumble through
life to making their own mistakes.
“What I enjoyed most was the illustration of how, over time, your friends
become family and your family members become friends,” says Melissa.
“The story of Sam and Suzie gave me
an opportunity to feel gratitude for
the loving, supportive fixtures in my
own life.” (William Morrow, 2015;
Paperback $15, Kindle $11, Nook $11)

Christian nonfiction
The Case for Grace by Lee Strobel

fun

digital

“Recently it seems like everywhere I turn there is some sort
of tragedy or sadness, so I downloaded this book hoping it
would give me a strong dose of, well…hope,” confides Carey
Ostergard, FIRST beauty director. In the book, journalist Lee
Strobel shares his personal journey alongside powerful stories of men and women whose lives have been transformed by
God’s grace. He interviews a wide range of people, from a homeless man in Las
Vegas to a Korean orphan to a teenage addict in Texas—all of whom have one
thing in common: Their lives have been touched and forever changed by God’s
love. “The stories were so rich and diverse, and I was amazed at how something
as simple as a hug can be an act of grace that serves as a pivotal moment in a
person’s life,” says Carey. “This book shows that happiness, love and God’s grace
itself aren’t only found in the big moments, but also in small gestures that everyone can do. And that gives me hope!” (Zondervan, 2015; Kindle $10, Nook $9)

It’s Not Magic...
It Actually
Works!

“I wanted an enthralling read to fill my weekend, and this drew
me right in,” says Alyssa Rosenthal, FIRST editorial assistant.
Set in 1940s New York, it follows the investigation into the murder of marketing executive Laura Hunt, through the eyes of
four people: Mark McPherson, the detective on the case; Waldo
Lydecker, a writer who knew Laura; Shelby Carpenter, her
philandering fiancé; and a fourth narrator who turns the story
on its head. “It was fascinating to delve into the minds of the
characters as they unveiled their feelings for Laura,” says Alyssa. “I couldn’t put
it down!” (Feminist Press at CUNY, 2005; Paperback $14; Kindle $8, Nook $11)

Romance

Inspiration

Sweet Filthy Boy
by Christina Lauren

Sunrise, Sunset
by Kim Weiss

“After a hectic week,
I needed a little
R & R,” says Krista
Winston, FIRST
food director. “This
steamy romance was
the perfect thing to
kick back with!” Mia Holland makes
the wildest decision of her life when
she joins Ansel, a man she just met,
on a summer trip to France. When
feelings spark, Mia has to decide if she
belongs in the life she left behind or the
new one that seems worlds away. “The
chemistry between Mia and Ansel kept
me blushing the whole way through,”
says Krista. “Plus, it totally took my
mind off the week!” (Gallery, 2014;
Paperback $16, Kindle $8, Nook $8)

“It was a dreary
day when I saw
this book on
my shelf,” says
Melissa Sorrells,
FIRST associate editor. “There’s
nothing more serene than a beautiful
sky, so I flipped to the first page—and
wow, what a pick-me-up!” In this
anthology, scholars, religious leaders
and average joes offer their thoughts
on the daily miracles that start and
end our days, each paired with a
portrait of the Florida coast. Says
Melissa, “These meditations on living
with gratitude brightened my mood,
and they reminded me that it’s the
little things that count.” (HCI, 2014;
Paperback $11, Kindle $9, Nook $10)

Mystery
Dog On It by Spencer Quinn

“I just adopted my first dog, Cody, and I often wonder what
he’s thinking,” says Maggie Jaqua, FIRST deputy editor-inchief. “So when I spotted this book narrated by a dog, I figured it would be a fun—and possibly insightful—read.” Chet
and his owner, Bernie, a down-on-his-luck detective, take on
a case to find a missing teenager, and end up battling biker
gangs and Russian mobsters. “Seeing the mystery through
Chet’s eyes was such a playful twist, and I do feel like I have a better grasp of my
own sweet pup thanks to Chet!” (Atria, 2009; Paperback $16, Kindle $12, Nook $12)

Advanced Strength
and Protection to Combat
Dull Hair and Brittle Nails
Available for purchase with coupon
in fine stores everywhere or online at:

www.appliednutrition.com
Enter Coupon Code: 011762

LONGER STRONGER HAIR & NAILS

SAVE $2

✁

win it!

EXPIRES 07/31/15

MANUFACTURERS COUPON

Consumer: Redeemable at retail locations only. Not valid for online or
mail-order purchases. Retailer: Irwin Naturals will reimburse you for the
face value plus 8 (cents) handling provided it is redeemed by a consumer
at the time of purchase on the brand specified. Coupons not properly redeemed will be void and held. Reproduction by any party by any means
is expressly prohibited. Any other use constitutes fraud. Irwin Naturals
reserves the right to deny reimbursement (due to misredemption activity) and/or request proof of purchase for coupon(s) submitted. Mail to:
CMS Dept. 10363, Irwin Naturals, 1 Fawcett Drive, Del Rio, TX 78840.
Cash value: .001 (cents). Void where taxed or restricted. ONE COUPON
PER PURCHASE. Not valid for mail order/websites. Retail only.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration.
This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

